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This book emphasizes the essential health information essential to develop a comprehensive understanding
of health promotion and disease prevention from a behavioral management perspective. For anyone
interested in health, wellness, and physical education. Enhancements include expanded psychosocial health
insurance and personal fitness chapters, a new chapter on complementary and choice medicine, extended
coverage of coronary disease and tumor, and the addition of three new feature boxes: Women's
Wellness/Men's Health, New Horizons in Health, and Assess Yourself. Today's health research, problems, and
styles are reflected throughout the thoroughly revised and up to date content. This edition continues to
supply cutting-edge information readers have to make healthy decisions.
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Good but might have been Great The book gets 4 stars when it could experienced 5. Why?Well, now there
are far too many editions, revisions, etc available and it's really a confusing landscape to navigate. However,
the pages will be the same thickness as a regular textbook. There's no reason behind this. Provide 1 low
priced alternative, a mid-range paperback, and a kindle version.! The digital packages are also not yet
determined but whatever. That's more than enough of that.Some people loved the illustrations. I came
across the layout a bit much.! When trying to learn all the information on the web page, it starts to
interfere with the movement of reading a chapter in sequence.. I love design in fact, I love design but
style should utilize a concept rather than against it. I recommended it to my close friends for if they need
the reserve next semester. That is not good. After web page 164 the publication is a mess. Informative
and precisely what I needed Awesome condition Awesome condition Very interesting information.. Terrible
to be force to learn this in a class. It'll work and my class already started therefore i need it. After all,
yes, I can shape it out but I really shouldn't have to. This makes it quite easy to tear the webpages
around the binder holes. I have to be more cautious with this format that I'd with a regular bound book.
For the purchase price, the holes should at least become reinforced somehow. Forced to learn it... Fragile,
but Good Content The content was well organized and had an excellent layout. All details on any subject in
the reserve is accessible online. The business is good, but if you want to learn about wellness there are

other ways of going about it Outdated Information This goes for a lot of textbooks in the Health
industry, but most of the information is approximately 10-20 years old, and has been proven either wrong,
or just more information that changes just how of thinking. Great publication for someone who knows
nothing at all about health, but common sense and recent analysis renders much of the book outdated.
Chapters Missing, Do Not Rent this Book Halfway through my class and I realize that this book is missing
Chapter 6 through 11. All of the webpages are bent and there is a lot of put on an tear. It’s in perfect
circumstances. There were some parts of the loose leaf edition that were useful like the ability to only
take part of the publication if needed.. Wish I could come back it.Still, I'm not really going to give it a low
rating as the overall details was very good and it wasn't badly written (though there were certain chapters
I took issue with).. It really didn’t help sit and study the whole thing, huge waste of Cash. Not worth the
money Not the best book Book Its a great iteam Satisfied Satisfied Needed for school Needed for school.
So when We received this bundle it looked like it's been through an extremely rough semester So when I
received this bundle it looked like it has been through a really rough semester. The design should be setup
better so full thoughts can end and allow students to also read the inlays/insets. It offers Chapter 12-16
twice throughout the book. Now I have to rent ANOTHER copy of this book to finish my class. Rented the
book for my Wellness class in university.! That's it.! This must have been a misprint book, it should not be
accessible for rent! I want a refund! As though a graphical design student got a little ambitious and forgot
about function. Good quality I liked how the publication was listed as “good” but was more than that. But
writing this now to avoid any deterioration charges because this reserve is kinda sad to look at. It's a
problem. Obviously I didn't take a look when I rented it, because I shouldn't need to check to ensure all
the pages are there! Great quality reserve that helped me prepare before my tests and just review
important material. Comes quickly and in a come back envelope for when I come back the book at the end
of the semester. Way too many times I came across myself skipping over a shout out or inset so I could
finish a chapter and forgetting to return and read something. It was the right book The right book for
my class, produced studying easy and shipping was fast. There are better choices to understand health. It's
highly fragmented. I used this product for my Health Education course. Great quality book that helped me

prepare before my tests . I understand I am just borrowing it nonetheless it is definitely in pretty bad
condition.
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